Let J5 be an up-directed ordered set, (i.e. for x, y e B z exists such that x ^ z, y ^ z), {x$}p BB a net in A. Say that a net {a^}^ converges to x if there exists a set M of majorants for {^}^e B ai -d a set N of minorants for {x$}p eB with the property ixtf M = x = sup N (see [3] , 0 2 -convergence in [13] ). We write lim x^ = x. A minorant or a majorant of the net {X^^B - 8 an element y such that y % x$ or x ff < y, respectively, for all indices /? "g /? x , for a suitable &.
A subset C c A is called an ideal (see [6] 
An ideal C (a dual ideal) is called totally irreducible if it is not an intersection of ideals (dual ideals) different from C.
A set C cz A is called finite separable if there exist x x , . . ., x n e C such that C c (sju . .. u (x n ]U fo)U ... U [ag. Definition 
We call a topology on A which has as subbasis of closed $ets intervals [x), (x] for xeA, an interval topology. We shall denote this topology by i or i A (see [5]).
Note. The interval topology is evidently always a ^-topology. Theorem 4.2. (see [7] )
. The interval topology on A is Hausdorff exactly when the set N(a, b) for a, b e A, a -?-= b is finitely separable.
Note. The condition for a topology to be Hausdorff can be easily transcribed into the notation of closed sets in the following way: A topology on A is Hausdorff exactly when for every two points b, c e A, b 7-= c there exist closed sets B and C, beB, b$C, ceC, c$B such that. BuO== . A. Theorem 4.3 
. If the interval topology i on A is Hausdorff then it is strongly compatible with the ordering.
Proof. Let an ordered set A with a property that N(a, b) is finitely separable for all a •=£ b be given.
We are interested in pairs of comparable elements, thus let a < b, and we seek a neighbourhood O t of the point a and a neighbourhood 0 t of the point b so that for every xeO t , ye0 2 there were x < y or x \\y f The set N(a, b) is finitely separable, so there exists a finite set of elements c x , . .., c Let V #" = %• Then a^s form a certain set of minorants. {x} is a one element set of majorants. Thus, lim x n -x. In the similar way for x x^ x 2^ Lemma 4. 10 Proof. Let M be a closed set. Then the statement on chains holds by Lemma 4. 9 .
Let M contain with every convergent, increasing or decreasing chain of a type OJ or co* its limit. Let {x^}^B ^e a convergent net in M with a limit a and x^eM. According to the preceding Lemma p t exists such that {z^fepi is a chain. In consequence of Lemma 4.10 we can suppose that the net {xp}g eB is not almost stationary so that the set formed by the elements x$ with p >. p t is a chain of the type OJ or co*. Furthermore by Lemma 4.12. Thereby the proof of Theorem 4.14 is finished.
Let F { be a chain of the type co,ieN, where N is the set of all positive integers, F { n F^ = 0 for i,jeN,i -j -= j. Let G j be a chain of the type co*, j 6 R, where R is the set of all real numbers, Gj n G k = 0, for j, ke R, j & k. Let u J^ H U G t: = 0.
•eJV* ieR Furthermore, let a, b be two different elements not belonging to VFtUUQf. Ftbeto^K According to the definition of ordering in H* there holds furthermore: if f(a) = J, then a t -<£ s, because gf ^ c. As e ^ rf it is I <J i. Thus a? t * tt <J y^. Hence c <d which is a contradiction.
Ad 4. and 5. a is a maximal and b a minimal element from H*. By the statement of Theorem 4.14 it is necessary to deal with convergent chains of types ay or co*. The only such convergent chains are subchains of the F f (converging to a) and subchains of the Gj (converging to 6). All points except for a and b are, thus, isolated in x H *. *JGj VJ {6}, \jF { U {a} are in x n * closed sets, fulfilling for points a and b the properties mentioned in the remark following Theorem 4.2. Consequently x h * is Hausdorff. We shall show that it is not strongly compatible with the ordering. Let O be a neighbourhood of the point a.
Then there exists a =(..., a it ...) e A such that x ifk for k ^ a i is an element of 0. Let 0 X be some neighbourhood of the point 6. Then there exists j x such that for j > j l9 y f ( a )^e0 1 .
Then x jt a^ < 2//< a ), 7 
is a Tj-topology. Proof. Let y i^x. bj) Let y ^ a. Then there exists a set not containing either a or x and containing ^ in 0(t A ). This set belongs to 0(u(3 t )), as well.
b 2 ) Let y = a. Then by (4) there exists *S 6 3> x such that for <C, D> e 5 it is * $ P (C, D) , thus, for 0^ = U P(C, D) it is a: non e 0,.
<CU>>*S
Furthermore, 0 e 0(i A ) exists for which a e 0, x £ 0. Consequently aeOuO x , X$OKJ0 1 . 
c)
u (9)eST(A). Proof. Let x, ye A, x > y. For x^a^y the existence of the neighbourhoods with the demanded properties is evident.
Let y = a. Then evidently there exists a demanded neighbourhood of the point x. The demanded neighbourhood of the point a can be con* structed in the following way. According to (3) a) S e @ x exists such that N(a x , ..., a n ) . Such a filter really exists because ([6)-{x})nN(a t , ..., a n ) is an infinite set for x e [b) and every N(a x , ..., a n ) . Put T* = {X | X e 0(i A ), a $ X} U U{X|X= F X U F 2 , FjeO^), ae F x , F 2 e£}. T* be a subbasis of the system of the open sets of a topology u. 
u *g e 4 .
We shall show that [b) non 6 0(u). 
